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Nanostructured Biomaterials for Regeneration**

By Guobao Wei and Peter X. Ma*
Biomaterials play a pivotal role in regenerative medicine, which aims to regenerate and replace lost/dysfunctional tissues or

organs. Biomaterials (scaffolds) serve as temporary 3D substrates to guide neo tissue formation and organization. It is often

beneficial for a scaffolding material to mimic the characteristics of extracellular matrix (ECM) at the nanometer scale and to

induce certain natural developmental or/and wound healing processes for tissue regeneration applications. This article reviews

the fabrication and modification technologies for nanofibrous, nanocomposite, and nanostructured drug-delivering scaffolds.

ECM-mimicking nanostructured biomaterials have been shown to actively regulate cellular responses including attachment,

proliferation, differentiation, and matrix deposition. Nanoscaled drug delivery systems can be successfully incorporated into a

porous 3D scaffold to enhance the tissue regeneration capacity. In conclusion, nanostructured biomateials are a very exciting and

rapidly expanding research area, and are providing new enabling technologies for regenerative medicine.
1. Introduction

Regenerative medicine aims to repair and replace lost or

damaged tissues by initiating the natural regeneration process.

Most approaches currently pursued or contemplated within the

framework of regenerative medicine, including cell-based

therapies and living tissue engineering, rely greatly on the

ability to synthesize or otherwise generate novel biomaterials,

to fabricate or assemble biomaterials into appropriate 2D and

3D forms, and to tailor physical, chemical, structural, and

biological properties to achieve desired clinical efficacy.

Biomaterials, including natural macromolecules, synthetic

polymers, ceramics, biological factors, and various combina-

tions of these material types, play important roles in

regenerative medicine.[1–5]

In a regeneration strategy, biomaterials promote new tissue

formation by providing adequate space (porosity) and

appropriate surface to foster and direct cellular attachment,

migration, proliferation, desired differentiation of specific cell

phenotypes throughout the scaffold where new tissue forma-
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tion is needed.[6,7] Consequently, the 3D architecture plays a

pivotal role. It refers to the way in which a bulk material is

distributed in space from the macro-, micro- to nanoscales

(corresponding to tissue, cellular, and molecular scales in a

specific tissue, respectively).[8] Such hierarchical porous

architectures not only define the mechanical properties of

the scaffold, but also the initial void space that is available for

regenerating cells to form new tissues (including new blood

vessels) as well as the pathways for mass transport via diffusion

and/or convection. While interconnected macroporosity of a

biomaterial is important to provide sufficient space for cellular

activity,[9–12] interactions between cells, and biomaterials occur

at the interface, i.e., the entire internal pore walls of a 3D

scaffold. The surface morphology or topography directly and

significantly affects cell-scaffold interactions and ultimately

tissue formation and function.[13]

Nanotechnology has made great strides forward in the

creation of new materials, new surfaces, and new 3D

architectures, which find numerous applications in the

biomedical area.[13–15] Nanostructured biomaterials such as

nanoparticles, nanofibers, nanosurfaces, and nanocomposites

have gained increasing interest in regenerative medicine,[16,17]

because these materials often mimic the physical features of

natural extracellular matrix (ECM) at the nanoscale. The

present review summarizes recent advances in the develop-

ment of porous 3D nanostructured biomaterials and their

applications in tissue regeneration. Special attention is paid to

nanofibers, nanocomposites, and nanosphere-immobilized

biomaterials. The effects of nanofibers on the biological

activities of cells and drug-delivering nanofibrous scaffolds for

tissue regeneration are highlighted. Two-dimensional nano-

structured biomaterials (films, non-porous bulk materials) are

beyond the scope of this review, but their advances have been

discussed in several recent reviews.[18–20] To consistently

discuss biological responses, osteoblastic cells and bone
Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2008, 18, 3568–3582
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regeneration are frequently used as examples in this article.

However, these nanostructured biomaterials are not limited to

bone regeneration, but rather are often similarly advantageous

in a variety of other tissue regeneration applications.
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2. Nanofibrous Biomaterials

An important class of nanostructured biomaterials on which

intensive research has been carried out is nanofibrous

materials, especially biodegradable polymer nanofibers. This

class of biomaterials mimics the nanofibrillar structure of

ECM. Collagen is the major ECM component of many tissues

and has been investigated as a substrate or scaffold for cell

attachment, proliferation, and differentiation.[21,22] Impor-

tantly, the nanoscaled collagen fibrillar structure (50–500 nm in

diameter) has been found to enhance cell/matrix interac-

tions.[23,24] To serve as a temporary ECM for regenerative cells,

it may be beneficial for a biomaterial to emulate such

nanofibrous features of collagen (and other natural ECM

components such as fibronectin, proteoglycans, and so forth).

Biomaterials that mimic collagen fiber bundles in nanometer

size have been developed using a few different techniques:

electrospinning, phase separation, and self-assembly. These

technologies generate nanofibrous biomaterials with varying

degrees of success in tissue regeneration applications.
2.1. Electrospinning

Electrospinning is a well-established process that has been

used to produce ultrafine fibers including microfibers (>1mm)

or nanofibers (<1000 nm).[25] In electrospinning, a high voltage

is applied to a polymer solution or melt, which overcomes the

surface tension to form a charged jet. The charged polymer

solution or melt is ejected, dried, and solidified onto a

grounded substrate. The ejected polymer solutions repel each

other during the travel to the grounded collector, which forms

thin fibers after solvent evaporation. By controlling the

spinning conditions, the resulting fibers can range from about
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0.02 to about 20mm. When a stationary collector is used, the

resulting fibers deposit randomly due to the random motion of

the electrospinning polymer solution. However, preferentially

oriented fibers can be obtained by using an electrically

grounded rotating drum as the collector.[26]

Many electrospun nanofibrous biomaterials have been

investigated as tissue regeneration scaffolds.[27,28] Materials

used in electrospinning can be natural macromolecules such as

collagen, chitosan, silk fibroin; synthetic biodegradable poly-

mers such as PGA, PLGA, PLLA, and PCL; and combinations

of these natural and synthetic polymers.[26,29–33] In addition,

various substances [proteins, growth factors, and hydroxyapa-

tite (HAP)] can be incorporated into nanofibrous materials

during electrospinning.[33,34] Therefore, electrospun nanofi-

brous biomaterials have been explored to engineer various

tissues. The main advantage of electrospinning process is the

relative quick and simple way to fabricate a variety of materials

into nanofibrous structure. However, significant challenges still

exist in using this technique to fabricate complex 3D scaffold

shapes or to generate designed internal pore structures,

limiting its potential for many tissue engineering applications.
2.2. Phase Separation

Phase separation techniques have been used to prepare

porous polymer membranes for purification and separation

purposes.[35] The phase separation process can be induced

either thermally or by using a nonsolvent. Phase separation

induced by a nonsolvent results in heterogeneous pore

formation, which are generally not suitable for uniform tissue

engineering scaffold fabrication. In thermally induced phase

separation (TIPS), a homogeneous polymer solution becomes

thermodynamically unstable under certain temperature con-

ditions and tends to separate into a multi-phase system (e.g., a

polymer-rich phase and a polymer-lean phase) to lower the

free energy. After removal of the solvent, the polymer-rich

phase solidifies to form the structure while polymer-lean phase

becomes pores. A variety of biodegradable polymers have

been fabricated into three-dimensional porous scaffolds using

phase separation techniques.[36,37] Depending on the polymer
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system and phase separation conditions, various pore structures

and morphologies have been reported and these scaffolds have

been investigated for tissue regeneration applications.

A novel phase separation technique has been developed in

our laboratory to generate nanofibrous structures by manip-

ulating the phase separation process.[38–41] For example, a

PLLA solution is thermally induced to separate through a

spinodal liquid–liquid phase separation and subsequent self

assembly into nanofibers. After the removal of solvent a

porous structure with 3D continuous nanofibrous network is

formed (Fig. 1).[42] The fibrous scaffold can have a porosity of

98% and contains nanofibers ranging from 50 to 500 nm in

diameter, which is similar to natural collagen fibers in size.

PLLA nanofibrous scaffolds have surface area about two

orders of magnitude higher than nonfibrous solid-walled

scaffolds.[43] Due to the substantial surface area difference,

degradation is much more rapid in such nanofibrous scaffolds

(Fig. 2), in which the overall mass loss is 51%while mass loss in

solid-walled nonfibrous foams is only 6% after 15 months.

During degradation, both molar mass and surface area of

nanofibrous scaffolds decrease more rapidly than those of
Figure 2. Normalized change in A) average mass and B) molar mass of
PLLA nanofibrous (NF) and solid-walled (SW) scaffolds after in vitro
degradation in PBS. From Chen and Ma [43] Copyright� 2001 by Elsevier.
Reprinted with permission of Elsevier.

Figure 1. Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of a PLLA nanofibrous
scaffold prepared from 2.5% PLLA/THF solution at a phase separation
temperature of 8 8C: A) magnification 500�; B) magnification 20 000�.
From Ma and Zhang [42] Copyright � 1999 by John Wiley & Sons.
Reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons.

www.afm-journal.de � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH
solid-walled scaffolds, indicating that nanofibrous character-

istics accelerate the rate of hydrolytic degradation of the

polymer scaffolds.[43]

One limitation of the early nanofibrous materials generated

using the phase-separation technique is the lack of inter-

connected macropores, which are critical for cell seeding and

recruiting, mass transfer, vascularization, and tissue organiza-

tion. To overcome this problem, phase separation techniques

are used in combination with other scaffold fabrication

techniques such as porogen leaching and solid freeform

fabrication (SFF). The combined technique provides broader

control over porous architectures from macro-, micro- to

nanoscales.[39,41,44] The hierarchical pore structure has been

shown to substantially promote tissue regeneration.[39]

A combined technique of phase separation and sugar sphere

template leaching has been developed recently. Water-soluble
& Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2008, 18, 3568–3582
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Figure 3. SEMmicrographs of 3Dmacroporous and nanofibrous PLLA scaffolds. A), B) prepared
from sugar sphere template leaching and phase separation; C) prepared from sugar fiber
template leaching and phase separation; and D) prepared from SFF and phase separation.
A), B) From Wei and Ma, [44] Copyright � 2006 by John Wiley & Sons; C) From Zhang and Ma
[38], Copyright � 2000 by John Wiley & Sons. Reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons.
D) From Chen et al. [39] Copyright � 2006 by Elsevier. Reprinted with permission of Elsevier.
sugar spheres are prepared and bound to form a template.

Phase separation occurs when a polymer solution is cast on to a

sugar template and the temperature is lowered. Removal of

sugar template leads to the formation of macroporous and

nanofibrous scaffolds.[44] (Fig. 3A and B). The technique

advantageously controls macropore shape and size by sugar

spheres, interpore opening size by assembly conditions (time

and temperature of heat treatment for sugar spheres), and pore

wall morphologies by phase separation parameters. Alterna-

tively, sugar fiber template or solid freeform fabricated wax

mold are used to prepare nanofibrous scaffolds with inter-

connected macro-tubular structures or channels, respectively

(Fig. 3C and D).[38,39] Using a computer-assisted-design

(CAD) technique, external scaffold shape can be generated

from computed-tomography scans or histological sections. For

example, a nanofibrous polymer scaffold with the shape of a

human ear is precisely created using the phase-separation

technique and a mold reconstructed from its histological

sections (Fig. 4). Despite the different external scaffold shapes

and macroporous structures (spherical, channeled), all scaf-

folds have nanofibrous architectures on the pore walls (Fig. 3B

and 4C). The nanofibrous scaffolds also have high porosity

(>90%) and high surface area (around 100 m2 g�1).
2.3. Self-assembly

Nanofibrous matrices can be created by a molecular self-

assembly approach which involves the spontaneous organiza-
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2008, 18, 3568–3582 � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
tion of individual molecules into a well-

defined and stable hierarchical structure with

preprogrammed noncovalent interac-

tions.[45–47] As a natural process for several

essential biological components including

nucleic acid or protein synthesis, self-assem-

bly technology usually incorporates some

specific biological components of the ECM

and mimics ECM assembly process.

Self-assembling molecules require some

specific configurations to be assembled into

nanofibers. For example, nanofiber forming

peptide-amphiphiles (PAs) are designed to

have several critical structural features: a

long alkyl tail that conveys hydrophobic

characteristics to drive self-assembly; four

consecutive cysteine residues that create

disulfide bonds to polymerize the structure;

a linker region of three glycine residues to

provide the flexibility to the hydrophilic head

group; a phosphorylated serine residue that

interacts strongly with calcium ions intended

to enhance mineralization; and an Arg-Gly-

Asp (RGD) peptide to aid in cell adhe-

sion.[48] These PAs when subject to an acid

are induced to self-assemble to form nano-

fibers with 5–8 nm in diameter and 1mm in
length. This involves treating PA solutions with dithiothreitol

at a pH 8 and then reducing the pH 4. As the solution is

acidified the PAs rapidly become insoluble and form

nanofibers of a gel. Besides pH-driven, self-assembly of PAs

can also be achieved by drying and introduction of divalent

ions such as calcium.[49] Some of the self-assembled hydrogels

are being explored for cell entrapment utilizing polyvalent

metal ions in the media, and one of them has been shown to

allow for osteoblastic cells (MC3T3-E1) to survive for

3 weeks.[50]

Zhang and coworkers have synthesized ionic self-comple-

mentary oligopeptides that consist of regular repeats of

alternating ionic hydrophilic and hydrophobic amino acids. In

water, these oligopeptides form a b-sheet and both a polar

surface (with charged ionic chains) and a nonpolar surface (with

alanines) are present. Upon exposure to monovalent alkaline

cations or under physiological conditions, the oligopeptides

spontaneously assemble into hydrogels of various shapes.[51]

These hydrogel matrices are interwoven nanofibers approxi-

mately 10–20 nm in diameter with pores about 50–200nm in

diameter.[52,53] The nanofibrous matrices support mammalian

cell attachment, proliferation, and differentiation.[53]

In addition to PAs and oligopeptides, synthetic diblock/

triblock copolymers,[54,55] and dendrimers,[56,57] can be self-

assembled into nanofibrous structures. However, as regen-

erative biomaterials, self-assembled nanofibrous scaffolds are

currently limited to biological molecules such as peptides in the

form of hydrogels.[45,58] One of the limitations is their inability

to controllably form mechanically stable 3D geometry. The
Weinheim www.afm-journal.de 3571
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Figure 4. Nanofibrous scaffolds created from 3D medical images and a
phase-separation technique. A) human ear template reconstructed from
histological sections; B) resulting nanofibrous scaffold of the human ear
(scale bar: 10mm); C) the nanofibrous pore wall morphology (scale bar:
5mm). From Chen et al. [39] Copyright � 2006 by Elsevier. Reprinted with
permission of Elsevier.

3572
peptide nanofibers can be fragmented and may be susceptible

to endocytosis.[50] In addition, their degradation has not been

systematically addressed. The peptide backbone structure can

be degraded by enzymes, making it difficult to control their in

vivo degradation behavior at will.
2.4. Surface Modification of Nanofibrous Scaffolds

Although a variety of biomaterials have been fabricated into

nanofibrous scaffolds using various techniques discussed

above, many of them have low biological compatibility with

cells, which has limited their regeneration applications. Surface

modification is an effective way to improve cellular interac-

tions with the nanofibrous scaffolds. Different from bulk

modification which usually changes the chemical and mechan-

ical properties of the biomaterials, surface modification has the

advantage of not altering the scaffold architectures signifi-
www.afm-journal.de � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH
cantly. This is especially desirable for the modification of

ultrafine structures such as nanofibers.

Plasma exposure has been used to introduce desired

functional groups and molecular chains onto the nanofibrous

surface of an electrospunmatrix.[59,60] Nonwoven poly(epsilon-

caprolactone) (PCL) nanofibers were prepared by electro-

spinning and type-I collagen was then immobilized on the

nanofibers after surface modification by plasma treatment.

Collagen immobilization enhanced the attachment, spreading,

and proliferation of human dermal fibroblasts.[59] Grafting

gelatin on to plasma treated PCL nanofibers improved

endothelial cell spreading and proliferation as well as cell

orientation.[60] Because of the limited depth of plasma

penetration, this technique can be used for 2D films or very

thin 3D structures but is not adequate for large 3D scaffolds

with complex architectures.

To mimic both the nanofibrous structure and chemical

composition of collagen fibers, 3D nanofibrous scaffolds have

been prepared using a phase separation technique and surface

modified with gelatin, a biomacromolecule derived from ECM

collagen.[61–63] An entrapment method was developed to

effectively incorporate gelatin onto nanofibrous wall surfaces

of both interior and exterior pores.[61] Compared to a simple

coating of gelatin onto the scaffold, entrapped gelatin

molecular chains entangle with the molecular chains of

scaffold materials and are physically locked on the surface

permanently. The entrapment modification method can be

used for various geometries, morphologies, and thicknesses of

3D polymer scaffolds without interfering bulk properties and

architectures of a scaffold. Surface modification can also be

carried out during scaffold fabrication using a porogen-induced

modification method.[62] For example, gelatin spheres can act

as both the porogen for scaffold fabrication and the agent of

surface-modification, with which scaffold formation, and

surface modification are completed in a simple one-step

process.[62] The gelatin-modified porous nanofibrous scaffold

has been demonstrated to significantly improve osteoblast cell

adhesion and proliferation throughout the scaffold.[61,62]

Since most biomacromolecules are charged cationic or

anionic polyelectrolytes, the immobilization of these bio-

macromolecules onto 3D nanofibrous scaffolds can also be

achieved by a layer-by-layer self-assembly process.[63–65] For

example, a macroporous and nanofibrous PLLA scaffold was

activated in an aqueous poly(diallyldimethylammonium

chloride) (PDAC) solution to obtain positively charged pore

wall surface. The scaffold was subsequently immersed in a

solution of negatively charged biomacromolecules (e.g.,

gelatin). Surface layers with positive or negative charges are

developed by alternative immersion in the two different

solutions. Self-assembly approach is carried out in aqueous

solutions under mild conditions and offers a controlled way to

regulate the surface charge type and the thickness of the

surface modification layer.[63] Growth factors and DNAs (as a

gene-delivery strategy) may also be self-assembled on to

nanofibrous scaffolds to regulate cellular response and gene

expression.
& Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2008, 18, 3568–3582
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Figure 5. A) Amounts of adsorbed serum proteins onto the scaffolds.
�Significantly different from solid-walled scaffolds, p< 0.05, n¼ 4.
B) Protein adsorption profile on nanofibrous and solid-walled scaffolds.
Polyacrylamide gels stained with Coomassie blue. lane C, bovine serum
proteins; lane S, adsorbed bovine serum proteins to the solid-walled
scaffold; lane N, adsorbed bovine serum proteins to the nanofibrous
scaffold. From Woo et al. [40] Copyright � 2003 by John Wiley & Sons.
Reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons.
2.5. Biological Effects of Nanofibers

Nanofibers have special properties arising from their

dimensions and high surface area to volume ratio. Nanofibrous

scaffolds serve as promising tissue engineering scaffolds

because nanofibrous surfaces elicit special biological responses

of cells during cultivation and after implantation. The

nanofibers regulate protein adsorption, cell attachment,

proliferation, and differentiation as well as ECM deposition.

The nanofibrous architectures built in a macroporous

scaffold enhance protein adsorption in vitro.[39,40] Compared

to solid-walled scaffolds without nanofibrous structures,

nanofibrous scaffolds were found to adsorb four times more

human serum proteins (Fig. 5A). More interestingly, the

profile of serum proteins adsorbed onto the nanofibrous

scaffolds was different from that adsorbed onto the solid-

walled scaffolds.With SDS-PAGEanalysis, the protein with an

approximate size of 150 kDa (arrow) adsorbed to both

scaffolds similarly while the proteins with approximate sizes

of 120, 45, or 40 kDa (arrowheads) exclusively adsorbed onto

the nanofibrous scaffold (Fig. 5B). Based on the measurements

of band intensities of proteins, the amounts of proteins

adsorbed to nanofibrous scaffolds were 0.57–13.35 times those

of corresponding proteins (bands) in control serum, whereas

the amounts of proteins adsorbed to solid-walled scaffolds

were 0.24–0.79 times those of corresponding proteins in the

control serum. Furthermore, Western blot analysis showed

that nanofibrous scaffolds adsorbed large amounts of fibro-

nectin and vitronectin from serum, while these cell-adhesion

proteins were barely detectable on the solid-walled scaffolds.

The findings suggest that nanofibers alone may have certain

features enhancing protein-affinity and binding strength.[40]

Cells behave differently on nanofibrous scaffolds from those

on solid-walled scaffolds, both pretreated with fetal bovine

serum. About 70% more osteoblastic progenitor cells

(MC3T3-E1) were attached on a nanofibrous scaffold than

on a solid-walled scaffold (24 h after seeding).[40] Cell filopodia

were reported to direct to certain particulate structures.[66] The

nanofibrous architecture may allow filopodia to anchor more

tightly, and this mode of anchorage could also contribute to the

stronger cell adhesion to the nanofibrous scaffolds. Osteopro-

genitor cells also proliferated more rapidly on the nanofibrous

scaffolds compared with solid-walled scaffolds. Since both

types of substrates (3D nanofibrous vs. solid-walled scaffolds or

2D nanofibrous vs. solid films) were made from the same

polymer and had the same macro-structures for cell accom-

modation, it appears that the nanofibrous architecture provides

a more favorable environment for cell attachment and

proliferation. Similar results were reported when comparing

smooth muscle cells (SMCs) on electrospun nanofibrous films

and plain polymer films. The adhesion and proliferation of

SMCs on the nanofibrous films were significantly improved

over those on the plain polymer films.[27]

When bone tissue is engineered, cells and mineralized ECM

are distributed throughout nanofibrous scaffolds while cells

and mineralized ECM are primarily deposited in the outer
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2008, 18, 3568–3582 � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verl
regions of the solid-walled scaffolds (Fig. 6).[39] Fast biomi-

neralization is also demonstrated using a calcium assay, which

shows 13-fold greater amount of mineral deposition on

nanofibrous scaffolds than on solid-walled scaffolds.[67] At

the molecular level, cells on nanofibrous scaffolds express

significantly higher levels of bone markers such as osteocalcin

(OCN) and bone sialoprotein (BSP) (Fig. 7A and B). In

contrast, cells on solid-walled scaffolds express a substantially

higher level of collagen (COL) mRNA (Fig. 7C).[39] The

results suggest that bone cells differentiate more quickly on

nanofibrous scaffolds than on solid-walled scaffolds, resulting
ag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.afm-journal.de 3573
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Figure 6. Responses of MC3T3-E1 cells on nanofibrous (A, C, and E) and solid-walled (B, D,
and F) PLLA scaffolds. Scaffolds were prepared using a combined SFF and phase separation
technique, having the same macropore structures. Cells were cultured in vitro for 6 weeks. A–D):
H&E staining, E, F): von Kossa staining. � denotes the PLLA scaffold, # a scaffold pore. Arrows in
(E, F) denote mineralization. From Chen et al. [39] Copyright � 2006 by Elsevier. Reprinted with
permission of Elsevier.

3574
in decreased COL mRNA expression and the increased late-

stage bone marker expression (OCN and BSP) on nanofibrous

scaffolds. The enhanced osteoblastic differentiation by the

nanofibrous scaffolds has recently been found to be associated

with the RhoA-ROCK signaling pathway.[68] In addition, our

unpublished data show that nanofibrous architectures also

facilitate the differentiation of both adult and embryonic stem

cells. In a rat calvarial bone defect regeneration model, the

amount of new bone formation was about two times greater in

the nanofibrous scaffolds than in the solid-walled scaffolds

(data to be published). These advantageous properties of the

nanofibrous scaffolds are also corroborated by data of cartilage

tissue engineering using electrospun nanofibrous materials.[69]

The nanofibrous architecture, the high surface area, the

microporosity between nanofibers (several mms), and the

selective adsorption of ECM proteins, all likely contribute to

the enhanced cellular responses and tissue regeneration in the

nanofibrous scaffolds.
www.afm-journal.de � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
3. Nanocomposite Biomaterials

Mineralized tissues such as bone and

dentin are in the form of inorganic–organic

nanocomposites. In natural bone, the plate-

like apatite crystals with dimensions of

50 nm� 25 nm� 2–3 nm (length�width�
thickness), are dispersed in the nanofibrous

collagen matrices. The nanometer size of

both collagen fibers and apatite crystals as

well as the organization of the composite

contribute significantly to the excellent

mechanical properties and functionality of

bone.[70,71] Being similar to the major

inorganic component of natural bone, bio-

ceramics such as HAP is another category of

biomaterials besides polymers that have

been widely investigated for bone regenera-

tion.[72–74] Nanosized HAP has shown inter-

esting properties such as hydrophilicity,

wettability, surface area, and surface rough-

ness, which are different from microsized

HAP. These properties would enhance

osteoblast adhesion and provide better

osteoconductivity and bonding properties

to host bone for long-term functionality.[75]

However, in developing regenerative bioma-

terials for mineralized tissues such as bone,

one material alone, either organic polymers

or inorganic bioceramics, may not meet all

the requirements. One promising alternative

is to use nanocomposite biomaterials with

similar nanostructures and compositions to

those of natural bone. In the composite, the

inorganic component such as HAP provides

good osteoconductivity and bone bonding

ability,[72–74] while the polymer component
offers structural continuity and design flexibility to achieve a

high porosity and a high total surface area which are necessary

for anchorage-dependent cells including bone cells to survive

and differentiate.

To mimic the nanofeatures of natural bone, collagen/nano-

HAP (nHAP) composite or porous composite matrices were

fabricated by precipitation of HAP nanoparticles from an

aqueous solution onto collagen.[76,77] Interfacial new bone

formation by osteoblasts was observed after implantation in a

rabbit marrow cavity.[78] Biodegradation of the composite was

achieved by solution-mediated dissolution and possibly cell-

mediated resorption in which the nanometer size of HAP

particles was important.[78,79] The results suggest that the

porous collagen/nHAP scaffold may provide a microenviron-

ment similar to in vivo environment favorable for bone

regeneration.

Nanocomposites of synthetic polymers and HAP have been

developed to circumvent possible concerns of pathogen
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2008, 18, 3568–3582
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Figure 7. Relative levels of bone marker expression in nanofibrous and
solid-walled scaffolds after 2 and 6 weeks of culture under differentiation
conditions. A) OCN expression; B) BSP expression; and C) type I collagen
(COL) expression. From Chen et al. [39] Copyright � 2006 by Elsevier.
Reprinted with permission of Elsevier.
transmission and immuno-rejection associated with collagen

from animal and cadaver sources and to improve the material

processability. By blending and phase separation techniques,

polymer/HAP composite scaffolds have been fabricated and

shown improved mechanical properties and osteoconductiv-

ity,[36] (Fig. 8A and B). The HAP containing scaffolds

improved osteoblastic cell seeding uniformity and enhanced

expression of OCN and BSP over plain polymer scaffolds.

Bone tissue formation throughout the scaffold has been

demonstrated.[80] Compared to micro-sized HAP (mHAP,

20–50mm), the incorporation of nHAP did not alter the

scaffold structure and the nHAP amount as high as 70% was

incorporated (Fig. 8C and D). When phase separation was
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2008, 18, 3568–3582 � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verl
performed with a uniaxial temperature gradient, oriented

microtubular pores in the PLLA/nHAP composite scaffolds

were obtained whereas such pore morphology could not be

obtained from mHAP. The nHAP/polymer composite scaf-

folds not only improved the mechanical properties, but also

significantly enhanced protein adsorption over micro-sized

HAP/polymer scaffolds.[37] Enhanced protein adsorption

improves cell adhesion and suppresses apoptotic cell death.[81]

It should be noted that the mineral in natural bone is non-

stoichiometric apatite with Ca/P ratio around 1.5 (stoichio-

metric HAP has a Ca/P ratio of 1.67). The calcium deficient

apatite degrades faster than the stoichiometric HAP crystals

and should serve as a better scaffold component in terms of

bone tissue modeling and remolding. Although one can first

synthesize calcium deficient HAP nanoparticles and then mix

them with polymers to fabricate nanocomposite scaffolds, a

biomimetic approach has been developed to grow bone-like

apatite particles on pre-fabricated porous polymer scaffolds in

a simulated body fluid (SBF),[44,82,83] which efficiently modifies

the internal pore wall surfaces without altering the bulk

structures of the scaffolds (Fig. 9A andB). The apatite particles

have nanosized features and their growth can be tailored by the

sccaffold composition, porous structure, ionic concentration of

SBF as well as the pH value.[83] When nanofibrous scaffold was

investigated for bone-like apatite deposition, a uniform, and

dense layer of nanoapatite was found to cover the entire

internal pore wall surfaces (Fig. 9C and D). However, the same

macropores and inter-pore openings were retained as in the

starting polymer scaffold. Nanoapatite-containing scaffolds

showed substantially increased compressive modulus. It was

found that preincorporation of nHAP in a nanofibrous scaffold

promoted the initial rate of apatite deposition (Fig. 10).[44]

Besides calcium phosphate-based nanocomposite materials,

carbon nanotube (CNT) based polymer composites have also

been explored for tissue regeneration.[14,84] CNTs have high

elastic modulus and strength, low density, chemical inertness,

thermal stability as well as the electrical conductivity. The

initial motivation of using CNTs was to reinforce polymer

materials for improved mechanical properties.[85] Later, it was

found that CNTs could accelerate cell growth.[86–88] Electri-

cally conductive PLLA/CNTs nanocomposites were shown to

substantially increase osteoblast proliferation and calcium

production upon receiving alternating current stimulation.[88]

Despite the osteoconductive properties of CNTs, concerns

over their biocompatibility and toxicity remain to be

addressed.
4. Drug-delivering Nanostructured
Biomaterials

Owing to the rapid advance in recombinant technology and

the availability of a large scale of purified recombinant

polypeptides and proteins, protein drugs such as growth factors

have been widely used to stimulate cellular activity and
ag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.afm-journal.de 3575
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Figure 8. SEM micrographs of polymer/HAP composite scaffolds fabricated using phase separ-
ation. A, B) PLLA/mHAP; C, D) PLLA/nHAP. (A, B) from Zhang and Ma [36], Copyright � 1999 by
John Wiley & Sons. Reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons; (C, D) from Wei and Ma [37]
Copyright � 2004 by Elsevier. Reprinted with permission of Elsevier.
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regulate tissue regeneration.[89–91] However, protein and

peptide drugs in general have short plasma half-lives, are

unstable in the gastrointestinal tract and also have low

bioavailability due to their relatively large molecular weight
and high aqueous solubility. These properties

have limited their effective clinical applica-

tions,[92] and a delivery system is required to

achieve high therapeutic efficacy of corre-

sponding proteins.[93–95] Nanotechnology is

revolutionizing drug delivery. A nanoscale

drug delivery system can be devised to tune

release kinetics, to regulate biodistribution

and to minimize toxic side effect, thereby

enhancing the therapeutic efficacy of a given

drug. Incorporating nanoscale drug delivery

system into a nanostructured biomaterial

represents a novel and promising strategy to

tissue regeneration.
Figure 9. SEM micrographs of PLLA/apatite composite scaffolds prepared by a biomimetic
approach in a SBF. A, B) PLLA scaffolds prepared by phase separation in dioxane; C, D) PLLA
nanofibrous scaffolds prepared by sugar template leaching and phase separation in THF.
Scaffolds were incubated in 1.5� SBF at 37 8C for 30 days. (A, B) from Zhang and Ma [36].
Copyright� 1999 by John Wiley & Sons; (C, D) from Wei and Ma [44] Copyright� 2006 by John
Wiley & Sons. Reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons.
4.1. Nanospheres

Polymeric particulate carriers (micro- and

nanospheres) have been demonstrated to be

an effective way to offer controlled release of

contained substance and to protect unstable

biologically active molecules from denatur-

ing and degradation after administra-

tion.[93,96] Nanospheres are often made from

biodegradable polyesters such as poly(lactic
www.afm-journal.de � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
acid) (PLLA) and poly(lactic-co-glycolic

acid) (PLGA) due to their excellent

biocompatibility and controllable biode-

gradability.[97,98] With a double emulsion

technique, spherical particles with differ-

ent sizes (from micro- to nanometers) can

be produced by adjusting the concentra-

tion of surfactant used and the emulsion

strength employed in the second emulsi-

fication (Fig. 11). The release of proteins

from microspheres/nanospheres is con-

trolled in the first stage by diffusion and in

the second stage by the degradation of

polymer micro- or nanospheres. By vary-

ing the the ratio of LA/GA in the PLGA

copolymers and their molecular weight,

sustained protein release over days to

months can be achieved.[97] Most impor-

tantly, the released proteins are able to

maintain a high level of biological activity

with desired prolonged durations.[97,99]

Recombinant human platelet-derived

growth factor BB (rhPDGF-BB) released

from PLGA nanospheres was biological

active and was able to stimulate the

proliferation of human gingival fibro-
blasts.[100] These results illustrate the feasibility of achieving

local delivery of bioactive macromolecules (proteins and

polypeptides) to induce cellular responses by a microsphere/

nanosphere encapsulation and delivery technique.
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2008, 18, 3568–3582
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Figure 10. Mass increase of nanofibrous PLLA and PLLA/nHAP scaffolds
over incubation time in 1.5� SBF. FromWei and Ma [44] Copyright� 2006
by John Wiley & Sons. Reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons.

Figure 11. SEM micrographs of PLGA micro-/nanospheres with varying
sizes. A) From Wei et al. [97] Copyright � 2004 by Elsevier; B) From Wei
et al. [100] Copyright � 2006 by Elsevier. Reprinted with permission of
Elsevier.
4.2. Nanosphere Immobilized Nanofibrous Scaffolds

As discussed earlier, nanostructured biomaterials especially

nanofibrous scaffolds are able to mimic natural ECM

morphology as well as surface chemistry. When the advanta-

geous nanostructures are integrated with interconnected 3D

pore structure, the resulting novel scaffolds show enhanced
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2008, 18, 3568–3582 � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verl
regeneration performance than scaffolds without such nano-

structures. Growth factors, if employed properly, are able to

stimulate desired cellular and tissue response. Delivery of

growth factors from an advanced 3D scaffold should provide

tissue engineers with additional control over regeneration

outcome.[13] In this strategy, the 3D scaffold serves both as a

temporary substrate for cell function and as a delivery carrier

for the controlled release of growth factors.

Proteins can be simply adsorbed onto a scaffold to achieve

delivery from the scaffold. However, the burst release is severe

and temporal control over release kinetics is very limited in the

passive adsorption approach.[101,102] Growth factors have also

been incorporated into porous scaffold using other techniques

such as emulsion freeze drying,[103] or gas foaming.[104] One

disadvantage associated with these two incorporation techni-

ques is the difficulty to achieve controllable macroporosity and

open pore structures in the scaffold.

A novel technology has been developed to incorporate

nanospheres into prefabricated nanofibrous scaffolds (NS-

scaffold).[100,105] Biological factors were first encapsulated into

biodegradable nanospheres, which were then immobilized

onto a macroporous and nanofibrous scaffold. Both the size of

nanospheres and the macroporosity of the scaffold are

important for the immobilization technique. Nanospheres

with diameters of 200–500 nm were uniformly distributed

throughout the scaffold (Fig. 12). It is advantageous to attach

the nanospheres on the nanofibrous surfaces throughout the

macropores without altering the macroporous structures of the

scaffold. The delivery dose of a protein can be adjusted either

by the amount of protein encapsulated in the nanospheres or

the amount of nanospheres immobilized onto the scaffold. The

initial burst release of PDGF-BB was significantly reduced

after immobilizing PDGF containing nanospheres onto a 3D

nanofibrous scaffold and different release profiles were

achieved through the immobilization of nanospheres with

different degradation rates (Fig. 13).[100] The NS-scaffolds can

also be used to control the release kinetics of other

macromolecules or proteins. By varying the chemical compo-

sition (LA/GA ratio) and molecular weight of the PLGA

polymer, the release kinetics of the growth factors can be

tailored to meet the need of a specific application (Fig. 14).

PDGF-delivering NS-scaffolds were evaluated in a soft

tissue wound repair model in rats for cell penetration,

vasculogenesis, and tissue neogenesis.[106] In vivo, PDGF

functions in a dose-dependent and release mode-dependent

manner. Cells and tissues penetrated completely into all of the

PDGF NS-scaffold and there was massive new blood vessel

formation (Fig. 15C–F). In the control group (Fig. 15A and B;

scaffolds with empty NS), the tissue penetrated into only a

small portion of the scaffold and only negligible new blood

vessels were formed. Significantly more blood vessels were

formed in slow-releasing NS-scaffolds than in faster releasing

scaffolds, both at low (2.5mg) and high (25mg) doses of PDGF

(Fig. 15G). Compared to scaffolds with simple coating of

PDGF, PDGF-releasing NS-scaffolds showed both signifi-

cantly more tissue penetration and blood vessel formation. The
ag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.afm-journal.de 3577
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Figure 12. SEM micrographs at two different magnifications (A, B) and
laser scanning confocal micrograph (C) of PLGA nanosphere-immobilized
PLLA nanofibrous scaffolds. FITC-labeled bovine serum albumin was
encapsulated in PLGA nanospheres, showing green emission under con-
focal microscopy (C). From Wei et al. [100] Copyright � 2006 by Elsevier.
Reprinted with permission of Elsevier.

Figure 13. In vitro release kinetics of PDGF-BB from nanosphere-immobil-
ized PLLA nanofibrous scaffolds. A) PLGA (50:50, 6.5 kDa) NS-scaffold;
and B) PLGA(50:50, 64 kDa) NS-scaffold. From Wei et al. [100] Copyright�
2006 by Elsevier. Reprinted with permission of Elsevier.

Figure 14. In vitro release kinetics of rhBMP-7 from nanosphere-immobil-
ized nanofibrous scaffolds: in 10mM PBS with an rhBMP-7 loading of
200 ng/scaffold. Three distinct release profiles were achieved from three
different PLGA polymers (different LA/GA ratios such as 50:50 vs. 75:25 or
different molecular weights). From Wei et al. [105] Copyright � 2007 by
Elsevier. Reprinted with permission of Elsevier.

3578 www.afm-journal.de � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2008, 18, 3568–3582
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Figure 15. Nanofibrous scaffolds with PDGFnanospheres promote vasculogenesis in vivo. A)–
F) Histological observation: left panel is at a lower magnification (A–C: 10�), right panel is at a
higher magnification (D–F: 40�). Positive factor VIII stained blood vessels (brown) are located in
the central regions of the pores within penetrated tissues. The blood vessels have also permeated
through the interpore openings. G) Blood vessel number in scaffolds. � indicate p< 0.01. From
Jin et al. [106].

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2008, 18, 3568–3582 � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
enhanced tissue neogenesis and neovascu-

larization by sustained PDGF release were

found to be associated with changes in

PDGF-induced gene expression profiles of

chemokine family members, actin, and

interleukins.[106]

Similarly, BMP-7 delivered from nano-

sphere-immobilized nanofibrous scaffolds

induced significant ectopic bone formation

throughout the scaffold (Fig. 16). In contrast,

passive adsorption of the same amount of

rhBMP-7 onto the scaffold failed to induce

bone formation due to either the loss of

rhBMP-7 biological function or/and insuffi-

cient duration within the scaffold.[105] Once

again the result demonstrate that the new

NS-scaffold platform utilizes nanosphere

encapsulation technology to protect growth

factors from denaturation, which may occur

readily in a passive adsorption approach.

Passive adsorption of growth factors (such as

rhVEGF, BMP-4, and bFGF) onto scaffold

leads to complete degradation during a very

short release time of 3 days.[107]

While many current regeneration strate-

gies have focused on delivering single potent

growth factors to enhance a specific repair

process, it appears that multiple growth

factors and cytokines are required to regulate

tissue regeneration during different

stages.[108,109] Multiple factor delivery can

be achieved by immobilizing multiple types

of nanospheres onto a single macroporous

nanofibrous scaffold.[110] Different biode-

gradable polymer nanospheres are utilized

to individually control the release profiles of

different biological molecules. The resulting

NS-scaffold can release several macromole-

cules simultaneously, but each with indivi-

dualized release profile. The released factors

may function synergistically to emulate the

natural repair process.

Growth factors and cytokines are one type

of biological signals that actively participate

in regulating cell function and tissue regen-

eration. Other biological molecules such as

DNA and small interfering RNAs (siRNAs)

are also being explored to enhance tissue

regeneration. Based on the understanding of

the interactions between thesemolecules and

polymer nanospheres, theNS immobilization

approach can also be taken to deliver DNA,

siRNA or in combination with growth

factors. Thus, the NS-scaffold fabrication

technology provides a platform to program a

spectrum of biological signals into 3D
Weinheim www.afm-journal.de 3579
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Figure 16. New bone formation in rhBMP-7 incorporated PLLA nanofi-
brous scaffolds retrieved 6 weeks after subcutaneous implantation in rats.
A) 5mg rhBMP-7 adsorbed to scaffold; B) 5mg rhBMP-7 incorporated in
nanosphere immobilized scaffold. H&E staining with original magnifi-
cation of 100�. From Wei et al. [105] Copyright � 2007 by Elsevier.
Reprinted with permission of Elsevier.
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nanomaterials to regulate cellular activities and to orchestrate

more predictable tissue regeneration.

Due to the limited space of a Feature Article we primarily

reviewed our own progress in this topic area and certain closely

related works. We apologize for not being able to provide an

exhaustive review and not being able to cite more publications

from other groups.
5. Conclusions

Tissue regeneration entails the successful interplay between

cells, biological signals, and biomaterials. It requires the

fundamental understandings in both life sciences and materials

sciences to develop successful regeneration technologies. With

the advent of nanotechnology, enormous advances have been

made in the field of biomaterials science and engineering.

Various biomaterials including nanofibers, nanocrystals,

nanopores, nanospheres, and other nanofeatures have been

developed. Nanofibrous biomaterials, mimicking the nanofi-
www.afm-journal.de � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH
brillar structure of the natural ECM, have been demonstrated

to mediate protein interactions and cell function. Nanocom-

posite biomaterials, mimicking the composition and structure

of mineralized tissues, provide excellent mechanical properties

besides favorable biological properties. Nanospheres/nano-

particles are designed and incorporated into 3D nanostruc-

tured tissue engineering scaffolds to achieve temporally and

spatially controlled deliveries of biological molecules, which

mimic the signaling cascades in natural development and

repair of a living system. In summary, nanostructured

biomaterials are providing novel solutions in regenerative

medicine and are expanding exponentially with time.
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